Characterizing the phenotype of murine epidermal progenitor cells: complementary whole-mount visualization and flow cytometry strategies.
The epidermis and its appendages, the hair follicle and sebaceous gland, have the capacity to constantly regenerate throughout adult life. Postnatal hair follicles undergo a cyclic mode of tissue homeostasis, defined by periods of growth, degeneration, and rest. A multipotent population of stem cells residing within the hair follicle bulge not only generates the hair lineages during each hair cycle, but also transiently contributes to the repair of epidermis following wounding. In this chapter, we provide methods for identifying epidermal stem cells and investigating their proliferative and apoptotic characteristics. We introduce whole-mount and flow cytometry techniques, which complement each other by permitting visualization of the epidermal stem cell compartment in situ and assessment of the phenotype of purified cells. These techniques can easily be adapted to characterize novel putative epidermal stem or progenitor cell populations. By applying whole-mount and flow cytometry techniques to characterize normal and genetically modified mice with skin defects, we expect to learn more about the factors that regulate stem cell self-renewal and differentiation.